1) What was built by the Emperor Qin to keep out the Xiongnu?

[Question ID = 2841]

1. Great Wall [Option ID = 11361]
2. The Forbidden City [Option ID = 11363]
3. Terracotta army [Option ID = 11364]
4. Grand Canal [Option ID = 11362]

Correct Answer :-
• Great Wall [Option ID = 11361]

2) What is 'Hina Matsuri'?

[Question ID = 2882]

1. The art of sword-fighting in Japan [Option ID = 11525]
2. The flag of Japan [Option ID = 11526]
3. The art of calligraphy in Japan [Option ID = 11528]
4. The doll festival in Japan [Option ID = 11527]

Correct Answer :-
• The doll festival in Japan [Option ID = 11527]

3) The 2017 Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) summit was held in

[Question ID = 2868]

1. Beijing [Option ID = 11471]
2. Moscow [Option ID = 11470]
3. Shanghai [Option ID = 11472]
4. Kazakhstan [Option ID = 11469]

Correct Answer :-
• Kazakhstan [Option ID = 11469]

4) BRICS Summit 2017 was held in which Chinese City? [Question ID = 2861]

1. Xian [Option ID = 11444]
2. Beijing [Option ID = 11441]
3. Shanghai [Option ID = 11442]
4. Xiamen [Option ID = 11443]

Correct Answer :-
• Xiamen [Option ID = 11443]

5) Diplomatic relations between the PRC and US was established in [Question ID = 2923]

1. 1982 [Option ID = 11691]
2. 1979 [Option ID = 11690]
3. 1970 [Option ID = 11692]
4. 1972 [Option ID = 11689]

Correct Answer :-
• 1979 [Option ID = 11690]

6) Who is the author of 'Japan as Number One: Lessons for America (1979)'? [Question ID = 2891]

1. Max Weber [Option ID = 11563]
2. None of these [Option ID = 11564]
3. Robert Bellah [Option ID = 11562]
4. Ezra Vogel [Option ID = 11561]

**Correct Answer:**
- Ezra Vogel [Option ID = 11561]

7) The ASEAN was formed in [Question ID = 2939]

1. 1967 [Option ID = 11753]
2. 1980 [Option ID = 11756]
3. 1991 [Option ID = 11755]
4. 1976 [Option ID = 11754]

**Correct Answer:**
- 1967 [Option ID = 11753]

8) Liaoning is [Question ID = 2914]

1. A Chinese province [Option ID = 11653]
2. A Chinese archipelago [Option ID = 11655]
3. A Chinese aircraft carrier [Option ID = 11654]
4. An Islet in the South China Sea [Option ID = 11656]

**Correct Answer:**
- A Chinese province [Option ID = 11653]
- A Chinese aircraft carrier [Option ID = 11654]

9) Which port did Sri Lanka formally handover to China on a 99-year lease [Question ID = 2930]

1. Port of Galle [Option ID = 11720]
2. Hambantota [Option ID = 11717]
3. Trincomalee [Option ID = 11719]
4. Colombo [Option ID = 11718]

**Correct Answer:**
- Hambantota [Option ID = 11717]

10) Which period in Chinese history was full of violence that made people to look for ways to restore order? [Question ID = 2851]

1. Han dynasty [Option ID = 11404]
2. monsoon floods [Option ID = 11401]
3. the apocalypse [Option ID = 11402]
4. the Period of Warring States [Option ID = 11403]

**Correct Answer:**
- the Period of Warring States [Option ID = 11403]

11) Which practice requires children to respect their parents and older relatives [Question ID = 2849]

1. dynasty [Option ID = 11394]
2. KeTou [Option ID = 11396]
3. Daoism [Option ID = 11395]
4. filial piety [Option ID = 11393]

**Correct Answer:**
- filial piety [Option ID = 11393]

12) Which among the following is not part of the Non-Proliferation Treaty [Question ID = 2922]

1. China [Option ID = 11685]
2. North Korea [Option ID = 11686]
3. Japan [Option ID = 11688]
4. South Korea [Option ID = 11687]

**Correct Answer:**
- North Korea [Option ID = 11686]

13) Who said, “Let China sleep, for when she awakes, she will shake the world.” [Question ID = 2869]

1. Napoleon [Option ID = 11474]
2. Alexzander the Great [Option ID = 11475]
3. Hitler [Option ID = 11473]
4. Lenin [Option ID = 11476]

Correct Answer :-
- Napoleon [Option ID = 11474]

14) Dokdo Island is the bone of contention between [Question ID = 2920]

1. Russia and Japan [Option ID = 11679]
2. Korea and Japan [Option ID = 11678]
3. China and Japan [Option ID = 11677]
4. Taiwan and Japan [Option ID = 11680]

Correct Answer :-
- Korea and Japan [Option ID = 11678]

15) Japan proclaimed formation of Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere in [Question ID = 2926]

1. 1940 [Option ID = 11701]
2. 1941 [Option ID = 11704]
3. 1945 [Option ID = 11703]
4. 1939 [Option ID = 11702]

Correct Answer :-
- 1940 [Option ID = 11701]

16) In ancient Chinese religion, yin represents [Question ID = 2850]

1. Water [Option ID = 11400]
2. Male [Option ID = 11398]
3. Wind [Option ID = 11399]
4. Female [Option ID = 11397]

Correct Answer :-
- Female [Option ID = 11397]

17) In ancient Chinese religion, yang represents [Question ID = 2859]

1. Tiger [Option ID = 11435]
2. Dragon [Option ID = 11434]
3. Buddhist monk [Option ID = 11436]
4. Male [Option ID = 11433]

Correct Answer :-
- Male [Option ID = 11433]

18) The popular slogan during the 1919 May Fourth Movement was [Question ID = 2853]

1. Wealth and Power [Option ID = 11409]
2. Rich and Powerful [Option ID = 11412]
3. Mr. Science and Mr. Democracy [Option ID = 11410]
4. Strong state and Smart society [Option ID = 11411]

Correct Answer :-
- Mr. Science and Mr. Democracy [Option ID = 11410]

19) In which year Japanese Emperor Akihito and Empress Michiko visited India [Question ID = 2936]

1. 2013 [Option ID = 11741]
2. 2014 [Option ID = 11742]
3. 2012 [Option ID = 11743]
4. 2015 [Option ID = 11744]

Correct Answer :-
- 2013 [Option ID = 11741]

20) The Sunshine policy is [Question ID = 2873]

1. A foreign policy approach towards North Korea by South Korea [Option ID = 11489]
21) The First East Asia Summit 2005 was held in which country? [Question ID = 2863]

1. Indonesia [Option ID = 11450]
2. Malaysia [Option ID = 11452]
3. Thailand [Option ID = 11451]
4. China [Option ID = 11449]

Correct Answer :-
• Malaysia [Option ID = 11452]

22) Why were the Japanese able to gain influence over China in the early 1900s? [Question ID = 2902]

1. China signed a treaty of protection with the Japanese. [Option ID = 11606]
2. Yuan Shikai was related to the Japanese emperor. [Option ID = 11608]
3. The Communists asked for help fighting the Guomindang. [Option ID = 11607]
4. Civil war had weakened China. [Option ID = 11605]

Correct Answer :-
• Civil war had weakened China. [Option ID = 11605]

23) What was Manchukuo? [Question ID = 2894]

1. An independent state created by the Chinese Communists. [Option ID = 11574]
2. A puppet state created in 1932 by Japan in Manchuria. [Option ID = 11573]
3. An island of the Taiwan. [Option ID = 11575]
4. None of these [Option ID = 11576]

Correct Answer :-
• A puppet state created in 1932 by Japan in Manchuria. [Option ID = 11573]

24) What was new about the government under the Zhou dynasty? [Question ID = 2854]

1. The Zhou created a bureaucracy and a civil service examination [Option ID = 11414]
2. The Zhou kings built the Grand Canal [Option ID = 11415]
3. Legalism became official ideology [Option ID = 11416]
4. Kings were chosen by heavenly law and claimed to rule under the Mandate of Heaven [Option ID = 11413]

Correct Answer :-
• Kings were chosen by heavenly law and claimed to rule under the Mandate of Heaven [Option ID = 11413]

25) In 1853, Matthew Perry used naval power to force Japan to [Question ID = 2898]

1. end its colonization of Korea. [Option ID = 11592]
2. end its opium trade. [Option ID = 11590]
3. begin trading with the United States. [Option ID = 11589]
4. cut off trade with Europe. [Option ID = 11591]

Correct Answer :-
• begin trading with the United States. [Option ID = 11589]

26) Korea became a colony of Japan in [Question ID = 2916]

1. 1910 [Option ID = 11662]
2. 1900 [Option ID = 11663]
3. 1895 [Option ID = 11661]
4. 1901 [Option ID = 11664]

Correct Answer :-
• 1910 [Option ID = 11662]

27) One effect of the Great Depression in Japan was that [Question ID = 2903]

1. Conservative militarists demanded expansion. [Option ID = 11611]
28) Ancient China's first great thinker and philosopher who taught that people should put family and community needs above their own was?

[Question ID = 2848]
1. Han Feizi [Option ID = 11391]
2. Confucius [Option ID = 11389]
3. Wu Wang [Option ID = 11392]
4. Laozi [Option ID = 11390]

Correct Answer :-
• Confucius [Option ID = 11389]

29) Europeans reached Japan by sea in the [Question ID = 2905]

1. mid-1500s. [Option ID = 11619]
2. late 1700s. [Option ID = 11620]
3. late 1200s. [Option ID = 11617]
4. early 1600s. [Option ID = 11618]

Correct Answer :-
• mid-1500s. [Option ID = 11619]

30) The official name of South Korea is [Question ID = 2871]

1. Republic of Korea [Option ID = 11482]
2. Republic of South Korea [Option ID = 11484]
3. Democratic People's Republic of Korea [Option ID = 11481]
4. Peoples Republic of Korea [Option ID = 11483]

Correct Answer :-
• Republic of Korea [Option ID = 11482]

31) The official name of Taiwan is [Question ID = 2860]

1. Republic of Taiwan [Option ID = 11437]
2. Republic of China [Option ID = 11439]
3. Taiwan Republic [Option ID = 11440]
4. Peoples Republic of Taiwan [Option ID = 11438]

Correct Answer :-
• Republic of China [Option ID = 11439]

32) Xi Jinping succeeded --------------- as General Secretary of the Chinese Communist Party in 2012. [Question ID = 2864]

1. Jiang Zemin [Option ID = 11455]
2. Deng Xiaoping [Option ID = 11453]
3. Li Peng [Option ID = 11456]
4. Hu Jintao [Option ID = 11454]

Correct Answer :-
• Hu Jintao [Option ID = 11454]

33) The nine-dash line area in the South China Sea is claimed by [Question ID = 2912]

1. Indonesia [Option ID = 11646]
2. Malaysia [Option ID = 11648]
3. Vietnam [Option ID = 11645]
4. China [Option ID = 11647]

Correct Answer :-
• China [Option ID = 11647]
34) The second largest share-holder in the AIIB is [Question ID = 2909]

1. Australia [Option ID = 11636]
2. India [Option ID = 11634]
3. China [Option ID = 11635]
4. Russia [Option ID = 11633]

Correct Answer :-
• India [Option ID = 11634]

35) The Diaoyu Islands dispute is between [Question ID = 2927]

1. Japan and Korea [Option ID = 11707]
2. China and Japan [Option ID = 11706]
3. China and Taiwan [Option ID = 11705]
4. China and South Korea [Option ID = 11708]

Correct Answer :-
• China and Japan [Option ID = 11706]

36) Who was the founder of Daoism whose name means “the Old Master” [Question ID = 2856]

1. Han Feizi [Option ID = 11423]
2. Confucius [Option ID = 11422]
3. Zhu Xi [Option ID = 11424]
4. Laozi [Option ID = 11421]

Correct Answer :-
• Laozi [Option ID = 11421]

37) Who is the author of China’s India War [Question ID = 2934]

1. J.P. Dalvi [Option ID = 11736]
2. Bruce Riedel [Option ID = 11735]
3. Bertil Lintner [Option ID = 11734]
4. Neville Maxwell [Option ID = 11733]

Correct Answer :-
• Bertil Lintner [Option ID = 11734]

38) Wu Wang led a rebellion against which dynasty? [Question ID = 2855]

1. Zhou dynasty [Option ID = 11418]
2. Shang dynasty [Option ID = 11419]
3. Xia dynasty [Option ID = 11417]
4. Qin dynasty [Option ID = 11420]

Correct Answer :-
• Shang dynasty [Option ID = 11419]

39) The Russo-Japanese War in 1904 had all of the following consequences EXCEPT [Question ID = 2895]

1. Russia won northern Korea. [Option ID = 11578]
2. Russia lost its business interests in southern Manchuria. [Option ID = 11579]
3. Japan defeated Russia. [Option ID = 11577]
4. Japan became a world power. [Option ID = 11580]

Correct Answer :-
• Russia won northern Korea. [Option ID = 11578]

40) Buddhism was introduced to China during which Dynasty? [Question ID = 2857]

1. Qin [Option ID = 11426]
2. Sung [Option ID = 11428]
3. Tang [Option ID = 11427]
41) The ________River, also known as the Yellow River, flows from Mongolia to the Pacific Ocean [Question ID = 2840]

1. Chang Jiang  [Option ID = 11359]
2. Huang He  [Option ID = 11357]
3. Mekong  [Option ID = 11360]
4. Anyang  [Option ID = 11358]

Correct Answer :-
- Huang He  [Option ID = 11357]

42) This emperor became emperor at age 13 and led his warring state and a large cavalry and a harsh rule to conquer other states and set up a new dynasty which united China for the first time. He lived c. 259-210 B.C. and in his death, he was buried in a tomb with thousands of terracotta soldiers.

[Question ID = 2844]

1. Han Wudi  [Option ID = 11375]
2. Qin Shihuangdi  [Option ID = 11374]
3. Gaozu  [Option ID = 11376]
4. Wu Wang  [Option ID = 11373]

Correct Answer :-
- Qin Shihuangdi  [Option ID = 11374]

43) RCEP stands for

[Question ID = 2865]

1. Regional Common Economic Programme  [Option ID = 11459]
2. Regional Common Economic Policy  [Option ID = 11460]
3. Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership  [Option ID = 11457]
4. Regional Competitive Economic Programme  [Option ID = 11458]

Correct Answer :-
- Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership  [Option ID = 11457]

44) The String of Pearls refers to [Question ID = 2928]

1. Potential Chinese intentions in the Indian Ocean  [Option ID = 11709]
2. Chinese pipeline politics  [Option ID = 11710]
3. Chinese territorial expansion  [Option ID = 11711]
4. Chinese energy security  [Option ID = 11712]

Correct Answer :-
- Potential Chinese intentions in the Indian Ocean  [Option ID = 11709]

45) Philosopher who developed Legalism, he taught that people were naturally evil and they needed harsh laws and punishment to make them live rightly

[Question ID = 2845]

1. Han Wudi  [Option ID = 11380]
2. Han Feizi  [Option ID = 11379]
3. Confucius  [Option ID = 11377]
4. Laozi  [Option ID = 11378]

Correct Answer :-
- Han Feizi  [Option ID = 11379]

46) The San Francisco Treaty of 1951 did not result in [Question ID = 2924]

1. End the Allied post-war occupation of Japan  [Option ID = 11694]
2. Restoration of Japan as a military power  [Option ID = 11696]
3. Return of sovereignty to Japan  [Option ID = 11693]
4. End Japan's position as an imperial power [Option ID = 11695]

Correct Answer: -
• Restoration of Japan as a military power [Option ID = 11696]

47) Under which Article the Japanese Constitution outlaws war as a sovereign right [Question ID = 2937]

1. Article 2 [Option ID = 11747]
2. Article 8 [Option ID = 11746]
3. Article 6 [Option ID = 11748]
4. Article 9 [Option ID = 11745]

Correct Answer: -
• Article 9 [Option ID = 11745]

48) One reason that Japanese nationalists were determined to seize Manchuria because it was [Question ID = 2906]

1. had destroyed a railroad line. [Option ID = 11623]
2. was rich in natural resources. [Option ID = 11621]
3. belonged to the League of Nations. [Option ID = 11622]
4. attacked Japan first. [Option ID = 11624]

Correct Answer: -
• was rich in natural resources. [Option ID = 11621]

49) China ceded Taiwan to Japan in [Question ID = 2917]

1. 1900 [Option ID = 11668]
2. 1895 [Option ID = 11665]
3. 1890 [Option ID = 11666]
4. 1885 [Option ID = 11667]

Correct Answer: -
• 1895 [Option ID = 11665]

50) China ceded Taiwan to Japan under the [Question ID = 2918]

1. Treaty of Shimonoseki [Option ID = 11669]
2. Treaty of Nanjing [Option ID = 11671]
3. Treaty of Kanagawa [Option ID = 11670]
4. Treaty of Tianjin [Option ID = 11672]

Correct Answer: -
• Treaty of Shimonoseki [Option ID = 11669]

51) Japan's objective for going to war in the 1930s was [Question ID = 2896]

1. to become an imperial power. [Option ID = 11581]
2. to challenge Britain in Asia. [Option ID = 11583]
3. to obtain an empire as a source of resources and raw materials. [Option ID = 11582]
4. to capture the Philippines [Option ID = 11584]

Correct Answer: -
• to obtain an empire as a source of resources and raw materials. [Option ID = 11582]

52) The 2002 Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea was signed by [Question ID = 2913]

1. The US and China [Option ID = 11652]
2. China, Taiwan and the ASEAN [Option ID = 11650]
3. China, Japan, South Korea and Vietnam [Option ID = 11649]
4. China and the ASEAN [Option ID = 11651]

Correct Answer: -
• China and the ASEAN [Option ID = 11651]

53) Which city will host the 2020 Olympic Games? [Question ID = 2884]

1. Tokyo [Option ID = 11535]
2. Osaka [Option ID = 11534]
3. Seoul [Option ID = 11536]
4. Hiroshima [Option ID = 11533]

**Correct Answer:**
- Tokyo [Option ID = 11535]

54) Which city hosted the 2018 Winter Olympics? [Question ID = 2879]

1. Seoul [Option ID = 11513]
2. Pyeongchang [Option ID = 11514]
3. Pyongyang [Option ID = 11515]
4. Niigata [Option ID = 11516]

**Correct Answer:**
- Pyeongchang [Option ID = 11514]

55) Which clause does not come under the ambit of the Article 9 of Japanese Constitution [Question ID = 2938]

1. Renunciation of War [Option ID = 11751]
2. Demilitarization of Japan [Option ID = 11749]
3. Japan under US military umbrella [Option ID = 11750]
4. Weaponization of nuclear technology [Option ID = 11752]

**Correct Answer:**
- Weaponization of nuclear technology [Option ID = 11752]

56) Which Chinese Communist Party (CCP) Congress was held in Beijing in 2017? [Question ID = 2862]

1. 20th [Option ID = 11448]
2. 18th [Option ID = 11446]
3. 17th [Option ID = 11445]
4. 19th [Option ID = 11447]

**Correct Answer:**
- 19th [Option ID = 11447]

57) What is another name for the Yangtze River? [Question ID = 2858]

1. Chang Jiang [Option ID = 11431]
2. Huang He [Option ID = 11429]
3. Jiang He [Option ID = 11432]
4. Wei He [Option ID = 11430]

**Correct Answer:**
- Chang Jiang [Option ID = 11431]

58) What is Kabuki? [Question ID = 2889]

1. Martial art of China [Option ID = 11553]
2. Literary movement in Korea [Option ID = 11555]
3. None of these [Option ID = 11556]
4. Classical form of Drama in Japan. [Option ID = 11554]

**Correct Answer:**
- Classical form of Drama in Japan. [Option ID = 11554]

59) What is Malabar Exercise? [Question ID = 2874]

1. A Navel exercise between the navies of US, Russia and India [Option ID = 11496]
2. A navel exercise between the navies of India and Russia [Option ID = 11495]
3. A Tri-lateral navel exercise between the navies of India, Japan and Australia [Option ID = 11494]
4. A tri-lateral navel exercise between the navies of India, USA and Japan [Option ID = 11493]

**Correct Answer:**
- A tri-lateral navel exercise between the navies of India, USA and Japan [Option ID = 11493]

60) What is the Japanese name (meaning Sun Disk) for Japan's flag? [Question ID = 2887]

1. Akira [Option ID = 11546]
2. Hinomaru [Option ID = 11547]
3. Nippon [Option ID = 11548]
4. Tempura [Option ID = 11545]

**Correct Answer :-**
- Hinomaru [Option ID = 11547]

61) What is article 9 of Japanese Constitution? [Question ID = 2888]
1. It forbids people of non-Japanese parentage from getting Japanese citizenship [Option ID = 11551]
2. It guarantees equal rights to all citizens of Japan [Option ID = 11549]
3. None of these [Option ID = 11552]
4. It outlaws the use of war or military force by the Japanese state as a means to settle international disputes. [Option ID = 11550]

**Correct Answer :-**
- It outlaws the use of war or military force by the Japanese state as a means to settle international disputes. [Option ID = 11550]

62) What is the Potsdam Declaration? [Question ID = 2877]
1. It is the proclamation defining the terms for the surrender of Japanese armed forces during World War II. [Option ID = 11507]
2. It is the proclamation defining the terms for the surrender of German during World War II. [Option ID = 11506]
3. It is the Peace treaty between Allied and Axis powers to end the second World War. [Option ID = 11505]
4. None of these [Option ID = 11508]

**Correct Answer :-**
- It is the proclamation defining the terms for the surrender of Japanese armed forces during World War II. [Option ID = 11507]

63) AIIB is not a [Question ID = 2907]
1. Bank to finance infrastructure development [Option ID = 11626]
2. Multilateral development bank [Option ID = 11625]
3. Collective security institution [Option ID = 11628]
4. An institution to promote regional cooperation [Option ID = 11627]

**Correct Answer :-**
- Collective security institution [Option ID = 11628]

64) Han dynasty emperor who developed the Civil service examinations and he drove the Xiongnu back into the Gobi [Question ID = 2846]
1. Wuzong [Option ID = 11384]
2. Qin Shihuangdi [Option ID = 11383]
3. Han Wudi [Option ID = 11381]
4. Liu Bang [Option ID = 11382]

**Correct Answer :-**
- Han Wudi [Option ID = 11381]

65) A network of trade routes that extended from China to southwest Asia is known as the [Question ID = 2843]
1. Sinclair Freeway [Option ID = 11371]
2. Old Salt Route [Option ID = 11372]
3. Yangtze [Option ID = 11370]
4. Silk Road [Option ID = 11369]

**Correct Answer :-**
- Silk Road [Option ID = 11369]

66) The South China Sea disputes involve [Question ID = 2910]
1. Laos, Vietnam, Brunei, China, Taiwan and the Philippines [Option ID = 11639]
2. Vietnam, Cambodia, Taiwan, China, Brunei and the Philippines [Option ID = 11638]
3. Brunei, PRC, ROC, Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam and Thailand [Option ID = 11640]
4. Brunei, PRC, ROC, Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines and Vietnam [Option ID = 11637]

**Correct Answer :-**
- Brunei, PRC, ROC, Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines and Vietnam [Option ID = 11637]

67) Which region among the following has population that is over 50% Indian origin [Question ID = 2933]
1. Oman [Option ID = 11731]
2. Mauritius [Option ID = 11729]
3. Seychelles [Option ID = 11730]
4. Maldives [Option ID = 11732]

**Correct Answer:**
- Mauritius [Option ID = 11729]

68) On the day of Qingming, Chinese do which one of the following? [Question ID = 2847]

1. Visit the graves of ancestors [Option ID = 11385]
2. Visit their relatives [Option ID = 11388]
3. Visit Confucian Temples [Option ID = 11387]
4. Clean their Houses [Option ID = 11386]

**Correct Answer:**
- Visit the graves of ancestors [Option ID = 11385]

69) Which of the following statement is incorrect about the San Francisco Peace Treaty? [Question ID = 2875]

1. It is a Peace treaty signed between Japan and the Allied Powers in 1951. [Option ID = 11497]
2. Japan accepted the judgments of the International Military Tribunal. [Option ID = 11500]
3. India was one of the signatory of this treaty [Option ID = 11499]
4. It ended the US led Allied occupation of Japan. [Option ID = 11498]

**Correct Answer:**
- India was one of the signatory of this treaty [Option ID = 11499]

70) Which of the following agency of the Government of Japan was involved in the Delhi Metro project? [Question ID = 2880]

1. Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) [Option ID = 11518]
2. Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) [Option ID = 11519]
3. Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO) [Option ID = 11517]
4. None of these [Option ID = 11520]

**Correct Answer:**
- Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) [Option ID = 11518]

71) Which of the following countries is providing technologies for High Speed Railways (HSR) in India? [Question ID = 2878]

1. US [Option ID = 11511]
2. France [Option ID = 11509]
3. Japan [Option ID = 11510]
4. China [Option ID = 11512]

**Correct Answer:**
- Japan [Option ID = 11510]

72) Which of these were sent out of China by the Silk Road? [Question ID = 2852]

1. silk, tea and spices [Option ID = 11407]
2. milk and rice [Option ID = 11406]
3. Paper [Option ID = 11408]
4. consumer electronics [Option ID = 11405]

**Correct Answer:**
- silk, tea and spices [Option ID = 11407]

73) The 1960s Sino-Soviet Split was caused not due to [Question ID = 2925]

1. Territorial dispute [Option ID = 11698]
2. US-China normalization of relations [Option ID = 11700]
3. Ideological split [Option ID = 11697]
4. Destalinization in the Soviet Union [Option ID = 11699]

**Correct Answer:**
- US-China normalization of relations [Option ID = 11700]

74) China-Pakistan Economic Corridor links [Question ID = 2929]

1. Kashgar with Gwadar port [Option ID = 11713]
2. Kashgar with Gilgit-Baltistan [Option ID = 11716]
3. Pakistan Occupied Kashmir with Baluchistan [Option ID = 11714]
4. Beijing and Pakistan [Option ID = 11715]

Correct Answer :-
• Kashgar with Gwadar port [Option ID = 11713]

75) The century of humiliation does not mean [Question ID = 2921]
1. the period of Western and Japanese imperialism in China [Option ID = 11683]
2. the period of unequal treaties on China [Option ID = 11682]
3. the period of intervention and imperialism in China [Option ID = 11681]
4. the period of the decline of Qing dynasty [Option ID = 11684]

Correct Answer :-
• the period of the decline of Qing dynasty [Option ID = 11684]

76) When did Japan take back control of Okinawa [Question ID = 2915]
1. 1951 [Option ID = 11659]
2. 1969 [Option ID = 11657]
3. 1991 [Option ID = 11660]
4. 1972 [Option ID = 11658]

Correct Answer :-
• 1972 [Option ID = 11658]

77) China and Japan both responded to increasing contact with Europeans by [Question ID = 2904]
1. accepting rule by Europeans. [Option ID = 11616]
2. limiting access to their countries. [Option ID = 11613]
3. declaring war on several European countries. [Option ID = 11614]
4. adapting many European customs. [Option ID = 11615]

Correct Answer :-
• limiting access to their countries. [Option ID = 11613]

78) China acquired its first overseas military base at [Question ID = 2931]
1. Djibouti [Option ID = 11721]
2. Male [Option ID = 11724]
3. Somalia [Option ID = 11722]
4. Gwadar [Option ID = 11723]

Correct Answer :-
• Djibouti [Option ID = 11721]

79) Which flower represents the Imperial family of Japan? [Question ID = 2883]
1. Tulip [Option ID = 11531]
2. Daffodil [Option ID = 11529]
3. Sunflower [Option ID = 11532]
4. Chrysanthemum [Option ID = 11530]

Correct Answer :-
• Chrysanthemum [Option ID = 11530]

80) Pearl S Buck got Nobel Prize for her Novel [Question ID = 2870]
1. The Good Earth [Option ID = 11477]
2. All men are Brothers [Option ID = 11479]
3. Dream of the Red Chamber [Option ID = 11480]
4. Romance of the Three Kingdoms [Option ID = 11478]

Correct Answer :-
• The Good Earth [Option ID = 11477]

81) The present leader of North Korea is [Question ID = 2872]
1. Kim Jung-un [Option ID = 11485]
2. Kim Jung-il [Option ID = 11486]
3. Kim Jung-nam [Option ID = 11488]
4. Kim Il-sung [Option ID = 11487]

**Correct Answer :-**
- Kim Jung-un [Option ID = 11485]

82) **Which is the indigenous religion of Japan? [Question ID = 2885]**

1. Confucianism [Option ID = 11539]
2. Buddhism [Option ID = 11537]
3. Shinto [Option ID = 11538]
4. Taoism [Option ID = 11540]

**Correct Answer :-**
- Shinto [Option ID = 11538]

83) **Which is the classical Japanese novel of the Heian Period of Japan [Question ID = 2890]**

1. Shichinin Samurai [Option ID = 11560]
2. Genji Monogatari [Option ID = 11557]
3. Norway no Mori [Option ID = 11559]
4. Kokoro [Option ID = 11558]

**Correct Answer :-**
- Genji Monogatari [Option ID = 11557]

84) **Which is India’s first air-force base outside its territory [Question ID = 2932]**

1. Oman [Option ID = 11727]
2. Seychelles [Option ID = 11726]
3. Farkhor [Option ID = 11725]
4. Madagascar [Option ID = 11728]

**Correct Answer :-**
- Farkhor [Option ID = 11725]

85) **One aspect of Chinese culture that the Japanese modified for their own use was [Question ID = 2900]**

1. the Chinese system of writing. [Option ID = 11599]
2. civil service examinations. [Option ID = 11597]
3. the martial arts. [Option ID = 11598]
4. the Korean cultural bridge. [Option ID = 11600]

**Correct Answer :-**
- the Chinese system of writing. [Option ID = 11599]

86) **The Great Change of the Taika reforms of the year 645 refers to the [Question ID = 2899]**

1. adoption of Confucian ideas by the Japanese. [Option ID = 11595]
2. adoption of Buddhism by the Japanese. [Option ID = 11594]
3. Japan's shift from a seafaring economy to one based on rice production. [Option ID = 11596]
4. attempt to reclaim land from Japanese clan leaders. [Option ID = 11593]

**Correct Answer :-**
- attempt to reclaim land from Japanese clan leaders. [Option ID = 11593]

87) **The Tokugawa rulers adopted each of the following policies EXCEPT [Question ID = 2892]**

1. limiting the power of the daimyo. [Option ID = 11567]
2. banning Christianity. [Option ID = 11568]
3. banning most European merchants. [Option ID = 11565]
4. banning Buddhism. [Option ID = 11566]

**Correct Answer :-**
- banning Buddhism. [Option ID = 11566]

88) **Where is the Spratly Islands located? [Question ID = 2911]**

1. East China Sea [Option ID = 11642]
2. Between China and Taiwan in South China Sea [Option ID = 11643]
3. Between China and the ASEAN in South China Sea [Option ID = 11644]
4. Philippines Sea [Option ID = 11641]

Correct Answer :-
* Between China and the ASEAN in South China Sea [Option ID = 11644]

89) OBOR stands for [Question ID = 2866]
1. One Belt One Road [Option ID = 11461]
2. One Bullet One Road [Option ID = 11463]
3. One Block One Road [Option ID = 11464]
4. One Bolt One Rod [Option ID = 11462]

Correct Answer :-
* One Belt One Road [Option ID = 11461]

90) What does Bushido mean? [Question ID = 2893]
1. Authority of the Emperor [Option ID = 11569]
2. None of these [Option ID = 11572]
3. Way of the Samurai [Option ID = 11571]
4. Etiquette of the Court ladies [Option ID = 11570]

Correct Answer :-
* Way of the Samurai [Option ID = 11571]

91) What does a famous style of Japanese art called 'ukiyo-e' involve? [Question ID = 2881]
1. Pencil shading [Option ID = 11524]
2. Stone etching  [Option ID = 11522]
3. Oil painting  [Option ID = 11521]
4. Woodblock prints  [Option ID = 11523]

Correct Answer :-
* Woodblock prints  [Option ID = 11523]

92) In ancient Japan the emperor was seen as

[Question ID = 2886]
1. A powerful warrior [Option ID = 11541]
2. Ruling by a mandate from heaven [Option ID = 11543]
3. A descendent of the Sun goddess Amaterasu [Option ID = 11542]
4. A barbarian conquering general [Option ID = 11544]

Correct Answer :-
* A descendent of the Sun goddess Amaterasu [Option ID = 11542]

93) Lu Xiaobo got Nobel prize for [Question ID = 2867]
1. Economics [Option ID = 11468]
2. Physics [Option ID = 11467]
3. Peace [Option ID = 11465]
4. Literature [Option ID = 11466]

Correct Answer :-
* Peace [Option ID = 11465]

94) Taiwan was a Japanese colony for [Question ID = 2919]
1. 65 years [Option ID = 11676]
2. 25 years [Option ID = 11675]
3. 45 years [Option ID = 11673]
4. 50 years [Option ID = 11674]

Correct Answer :-
* 50 years [Option ID = 11674]
95) China's announcement of Air Defence Identification Zone in 2013 is related to [Question ID = 2935]

1. Territorial dispute between China and Japan in the East China Sea [Option ID = 11737]
2. US-China conflict over the South China Sea [Option ID = 11738]
3. China-South Korea disagreement over territorial issues [Option ID = 11740]
4. China's sovereignty claims on the South China Sea [Option ID = 11739]

Correct Answer :-
- Territorial dispute between China and Japan in the East China Sea [Option ID = 11737]

96) For about 200 years from 1636 on, the Japanese maintained a policy of [Question ID = 2897]

1. state-sponsored Buddhism. [Option ID = 11586]
2. colonial expansion. [Option ID = 11587]
3. toleration of Jesuit missionaries. [Option ID = 11588]
4. isolation from foreign contact. [Option ID = 11585]

Correct Answer :-
- isolation from foreign contact. [Option ID = 11585]

97) Which dynasty ruled over the Huang He valley from 1750-1045 BC

[Question ID = 2842]

1. Han [Option ID = 11368]
2. Shang [Option ID = 11365]
3. Qin [Option ID = 11367]
4. Dao [Option ID = 11366]

Correct Answer :-
- Shang [Option ID = 11365]

98) Which of the following person as a judge of the Far Eastern Military Tribunals gave the dissenting verdict of "not guilty" for the war crimes committed by Japan during Second World War?

[Question ID = 2876]

1. Rabindranath Tagore [Option ID = 11501]
2. Subhas Chandra Bose [Option ID = 11503]
3. Radhabinod Pal [Option ID = 11502]
4. None of these [Option ID = 11504]

Correct Answer :-
- Radhabinod Pal [Option ID = 11502]

99) The voting share of each country in the AIIB is determined by [Question ID = 2908]

1. Size of each member country's economy [Option ID = 11629]
2. Size of the country [Option ID = 11630]
3. Comprehensive national power [Option ID = 11631]
4. International standing [Option ID = 11632]

Correct Answer :-
- Size of each member country's economy [Option ID = 11629]

100) Under the Japanese militarists in the 1930s, the Japanese taught schoolchildren [Question ID = 2901]

1. communist ideology. [Option ID = 11602]
2. independent thinking. [Option ID = 11603]
3. service to the state. [Option ID = 11604]
4. western ideas. [Option ID = 11601]

Correct Answer :-
- service to the state. [Option ID = 11604]